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I Am/We Are Archimus and Rosa and We have stepped forward at this time to share
our perspectives to this most enlightening blending of Earth, Humanity and Prime
Creator Energies. It is a Joy to remember aspects of Our Evolution that We give very
little energy to at all within these times of Our lives, for We live in total Harmony, Peace
and Balance in every respect. Our homes and those family, friends and colleagues
around Us are magnificent and delightful visions and beings that promote happiness
every moment that fills the very Core of Our Heart Radiance.
Yet Our Evolution has not come from such a dense gravity of experiences, and We have
not known of this Ascension Process as it is being described here. We see many
similarities that keep Us very much aligned in human consciousness. However, it is very
difficult at times for Us to relate to the profound magnitude of the seriousness of
human history when it comes to the personal experiences, both individually and as a
human race. Our Star Systems have not suffered in the same way as the Planet Earth
and so what We have heard to date is truly eye-opening and mind-blowing, if We can
use these terms, and is indeed allowing Us to gain far more understanding the plight
that humanity has suffered over its billions of years of history. Our Hearts are aching
with these thoughts and this is something We will most definitely bring up with Our
Councils at Home when We return, for this shall give Us far more insight on how We
can assist Humanity in Greater Ways of Service.
Our past has come from many different directions and although there have been
lineages that connect with the Lyran and Vegan Constellations, They are not Our only
Source of Ancestral Heritage and Family Tree. These are not important here as We
understand the parameters of discussion within this Council, so We will refrain from
speaking further of these things.
Instead it has been brought to Our attention that some time ago, back in the Earth year
of 2007, Peter was contacted by one of Our Representatives from the Pleiades who
requested to perform with Peter a very profound activation. This was the first time that
this information was revealed to human consciousness and We are now being asked to
bring it forward here to give it further Light as to its purpose and relevance to the
present topic of ‘Protecting the Future’. This is not part of Our expertise and as We did
indicate within Our introduction, We have those around Us Who We could call upon to
share in a much more informative and profound way. So Beloved Members, with your
permission We would like to invite and introduce a colleague to you, to speak of this

subject from a place of experience and knowledge regarding this particular aspect of
activation.
The Council Members give their permissions and Archimus and Rosa continue.
We thank you for this permission and acceptance and so without further ado, We would
like to introduce to The Esteemed Members of this Elemental Grace Alliance Council,
Jacoba El Chai, Pleiadian Emissary of the Light and Member of the Galactic High Council
of the Pleiades for Earth and Human Affairs.
Archimus and Rosa step back and Jacoba steps forward to take His place in front of the
Alliance.
Esteemed Members of this Council, Beloved Peter, and All Who are Present listening to
or reading these Discourses, I Am Jacoba El Chai and I have come at the behest of Our
High Council through Archimus and Rosa to place upon the table of this Radiant Purpose
of Intent with Our understanding of ancestral DNA programming that has affected
humanity immeasurably through their historical past. Please allow me to get straight
to the point while still embracing the vision of ‘Protecting the Future’ for humanity and
the Elemental Kingdoms upon Planet Earth for this subject is vital to its clarity and
success of achievement as We believe it to be. It is good to be with you Dear Peter and
a Joy to speak with you again! You will remember very clearly the content of Our
meeting and so for the benefit of this Gathering I shall reiterate Our discussion that did
indeed offer another potential in clearing the debilitating resonances of past
programming through humanity’s Ancestral Lineages.
To save the future, one must take into account the relevance of healing and making
Whole again. Very much in the same Light that the Salvation of humanity and the world
shall pertain to the release of everything within their holographic and morphogenetic
programming that no longer serves them. Today I wish to bring into awareness an
element of the past that continues to override the advancement of humanity into
Greater Consciousness. It is the root of all fear on the planet and it has been around
since the fall of humanity on Earth. This is what We call the KARMA OF MEMORY. Allow
Me to elaborate on what I shared with Peter in Our meeting that faithful day in 2007!
This Karma of Memory is deeply embedded into humanity’s cellular structure, and so
acutely and so powerfully, it has become a programmed condition and attribute or
feature that is so widespread it is totally now a sub-conscious part of the human psyche.
This core of human nature, since the fall of man, is now so hidden from the conscious
mind, yet so obvious to the seeker of Truth at the time it is brought into their awareness.
Never has it been more appropriate to reveal than now as humanity stands upon the
abyss of this giant chasm of Conscious differentiation, between humanity and the
Elemental and Nature Kingdoms.

Like all karma, it must be acknowledged, forgiven and released at every level of
evolution that it has been held within. This karma is the basis of all reflection, all
thought and belief structures in every way, and held within all memory cells of the body,
programmed into the DNA of mind, body and Spirit related to the lower bodies.
It is not generally recognized that memory is a form of karma or a pattern of any karmic
nature and before this time, few would even consider it as such. However, like all
karmic attributes it is necessary as part of the Universal Plan that pertains to the Law of
Every Action has a corresponding Reaction. Times are changing and like so many other
karmic characteristics, the energies of rejuvenation, regeneration and recalibration are
now open to consider more thoroughly for Divine Freedom through the emancipation
from old human constraints.
If one did not have memory then all negative traits and all programming, all negative
characteristics of human beings would not ever come into play. They would never have
been created in the first place. Memory is the root of all these results at a physical level
of evolution, the cause if you will, that retains and diminishes the rate of growth
dramatically, sometimes as We have heard within this Council’s discussions, to the
point of complete annihilation of species. It is the basic Primitive Cell Imprint that has
created all fear- based patterns of life upon Mother Earth, animals included, as they are
the direct reflection of and to mankind’s consciousness.
One would never have considered this to be such a powerful foundation, but it is the
construct and the source of all deprivation, pain, loss, lack, anger, hate, illness and all
the many other fear-based constructs. We indeed could go on for centuries with the
stories of this Karma of Memory, as it has done already, but the time is now to ear tag
it for release, just like all the other constructs that have kept mankind slaves to the
powers that hold the keys to the implantation of Karmic Memory. Each generation in
every culture, race and creed of mankind has reinforced this, anchored it deeper and
deeper into the psyche and cellular self of human biology and no man or woman at any
time has ever incarnated upon this planet that has ever been without this programming.
Even Beloved Jesus had to rise above this aspect of ‘karmic memory’ before He could
finally achieve His Ascension. We refer to this as a KARMIC CELL MEMORY CORE
because it is the foundation of all other Primal Cell structures within the genetics and
DNA programming and encodements of humanity.
Even in the times of Amazonia, Lemuria, Atlantis, and within the times of the Mayans
and the Egyptians, even primitive mankind as you know them, such as the
Neanderthals, everyone, the memory core of all fear, pain, hurt, lack and negative
programming has its origin in this Memory Encodement System. Its origin began prehistory from other Planetary Star Systems and were implanted here and has very much
been a method used to hold humanity back with intentions for them never reaching

Their I Am Presence. The heart of this Memory Cell is held within the brain stem where
all memories are also held relating to the Reptilian Races. From this Core placement it
then radiates by means of Energetic Matrices that encompass every cell within the
biology and from there out into the other lower bodies of mental, emotional and
ethereal auras.
This ancestral memory core through lifetimes of reinforcement, genetic refinements
and deeper anchorings over the past millions of years, is now asking for eradication and
the complete removal from human expression and life as part of the old consciousness.
Within the New Erthe, memory is not required for the Spirit is All Knowing, and this All
Knowingness allows the information required at any particular Now Moment to just
appear. No memory is necessary, it is not even a matter of recall, it just IS! It is part of
the Oneness of the connection and unification of the All That Is with Mother/Father
God.
This is not about ‘not remembering’ certain aspects of one’s life, good or bad, positive
or negative, for all is within the Unity Consciousness of Oneness of ‘Simply Is’. From
this perspective however, such reference points are just that, points of orientation and
not places where one needs to be attached and rooted into the emotional content and
events of those times. This is about human growth without the holding onto energetic
ties or hooks that holds one tethered to the past.
There is also an aspect of this interwoven into the life and death of human beings
through incarnation. One could ask the question; Why is the memory of past lives
always erased from the memory recall of previous incarnations? The answer may be
that if this memory, although actually not erased, simply was not made available for
conscious recall, was to be made available to individual human beings, because it would
only lead to deeper despair, greater rifts between them and their God Selves, probably
resulting in complete self-annihilation, which would encompass even greater karmic
liabilities for them.
The memory of past lives is indeed withheld from human incarnation to allow humanity,
both individually and collectively, to expand, based on their present life conditioning
that pertains to genetic programming. This way they have the tools available within
them to discover consciously through experience, their way to Higher Consciousness.
Although this does indeed take eons of lifetimes, with an end Self-Realization where
The Light and Love of God can free them from the restraints of the Wheel of Karma.
Like all healing within the human race this is never about the individual it is always about
the whole, and that which one does for oneself, they also do for the whole of the human
race. Life is not isolated nor separate, so it will be no surprise to you, for Me to tell you
that indeed Beloved Mother Gaia also holds these Primal Memory of Karma Codes
energetically within Her and which are embedded all over Her surface. These are the

places that humanity have lived and died, committed the atrocities and destructions
which they have left behind in their wake. These are the holographic fields that have
tainted the Earth’s resonant vibrations and these frequencies of thoughts, words and
actions must also be cleared, cleansed and dissolved, if humanity is to succeed in
his/her quest for Sovereignty.
I do not wish to expand on this further for it is another part of what I Am sensing will
surface through other Member’s Discourses here. However, just to complete My
Presentation I wish to cover a few more aspects of the attribute of Memory. It is timely
now for this Primal Cell issue of Karmic Memory to be released. Everything that you
require to do this, is at the moment being prepared. All Energy Fields require
alignments, balances, blending and encodements for this release to take place. The
process is simple enough, however, humanity may find the application and desired
achievement more difficult than might be expected, for the Primal Karma of Memory is
deeply embedded in their biological natures. Its intensity will call upon all their
strengths of unity and assertiveness. Their Power and commitment, Knowledge and
steadfastness will secure the result. That is why mankind is being informed of this
element of their lives within these days for transmutation.
The PRIMAL CELL OF PLANETARY AND HUMAN KARMIC MEMORY is something not to
be taken lightly and will take some deeper awareness and knowledge to achieve. It will
be a part of the ancestral lineage clearings that will be undertaken to fully align to The
God Within that have been shared prior to My Address.
This release is about forgetting everything that mankind has ever been taught, it is
about the memory of humanity as a personality, that is no longer pertinent to Who
They Are Becoming. It is about releasing the hooks and energetic ties at the deepest
levels of human DNA where the core of these patterns lay! This is the first time in the
history upon Earth that this has ever been conceived of on this scale of transformation.
Time is a most incredible paradigm when it comes to experiencing the realms of the
physical vibration. But it must be remembered that time and physical vibration are
inter-connected, and one cannot be separated from the other, not in the traditional
sense. Yet it is this tradition of how things have been that is now opening to Greater
Levels of Awareness that will transcend all traditions, conventional thinking and
confirmative natures of humanity. This means that patience will be called for and of
course the true aspect of Faith in the Eternal Program of this Divine Plan. So, Trust is
indeed the signature of these times of release. Trust that all is well, Trust that the God
Within Is in absolute control of the outcome and Trust that you are The Son/Daughter
Light as The Children of God.
So here We are, humanity has arrived at this place that you have asked what is it that
you are stuck upon and unable to release at this time. There is the question of how

humanity can more consciously and Open Heartedly communicate and connect with
the Elemental, Nature and Angelic Kingdoms. How then do you bridge this gap of
consciousness? It is Our understanding that the release of this Karma of Memory
would instantaneously pave the way toward this attainment. So, We will ask for this to
be given due diligence and deeper consideration to determine whether it would indeed
be worthy of one’s consideration to achieve Divine Union with the All That Is. It has
been a very humbling experience for Me being here. I Am extremely grateful to Peter,
Archimus and Rosa and to All Those Who Are Gathered in the Name of God The
Mother/Father for The Elemental Grace Alliance Council to exist. I see huge merit in its
contribution to humanity and to the Elemental, Nature and Angelic Beings. Bless you
for this Audience!
Jacoba steps away and Archimus and Rosa return to close Their Address.
We return now and thank Jacoba for sharing His Knowledge in this area of humanity’s
welfare according to Our involvement and understandings that relate to Human
Evolution here on Earth. We have hundreds of thousands of Our people presently
incarnated upon the planet and it has been within Our interest also for millennia to
earnestly monitor, evaluate, analyse and work with all the attributes of human
evolution. It has been a grand experience and one that We very much look forward to
having come to its conclusion upon Earth with Radiant Joy and Happiness for everyone
concerned. We Know Mother Earth is soon to make Her enormous Shift and We
applaud Her for All Her Love, Devotion, Nurturing and Compassion that She has given
All of Life who have lived on, within and around Her.
Thank you all for listening, We shall return to Our Seats in deep reverence and gladness
in Our Hearts. Blessings of Love to All!

